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Abstract
The dual-route model of imitation suggests that meaningful and meaningless actions are processed through either an indirect or a
direct route, respectively. Evidence indicates that the direct route is more cognitively demanding since it relies on mapping
visuospatial properties of the observed action on to a performed one. These cognitive demands might negatively influence
reaction time and accuracy for actions performed following a meaningless action under time constraints. However, how mean-
ingful and meaningless action imitation processing is reflected in movement kinematics is not yet clear. We wanted to confirm
whether meaningless action performance incurs a reaction time cost, whether the cost is reflected in kinematics, and, more
generally, to examine kinematic markers of emblematic meaningful and meaningless action imitation.We examined participants’
reaction time and wrist movements when they imitated emblematic meaningful or matched meaningless gestures in either blocks
of the same action type or mixed blocks. Meaningless actions were associated with a greater correction period at the end of the
movement, possibly reflecting a strategy designed to ensure accurate completion for less familiar actions under time constraints.
Furthermore, in mixed blocks, trials following meaningless actions had a significantly increased reaction time, supporting
previous claims that route selection for action imitation may be stimulus-driven. However, there was only convincing evidence
for this effect with an interval of ~2,948ms, but not ~3,573ms or ~2,553ms, between movements. Future work motion-tracking
the entire hand to assess imitation accuracy, and more closely examining the influence of duration between movements, may help
to explain these effects.
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Introduction
Humans can copy actions that they are familiar with as well as
new actions that they have never seen before. We can imitate
actions that involve objects or have a goal, as well as empty-
handed actions that have no purpose whatsoever. Brain damage
can negatively affect imitation. Apraxia, a disorder of complex
movement, is one example where this can be the case. Patients
with apraxia can show deficits in, among other skills, the ability
to imitate meaningful or meaningless actions (Buxbaum &
Kalénine, 2010; Buxbaum & Randerath, 2018; Canzano et
al., 2016; Petreska et al., 2007; Rumiati et al., 2009).
The dissociation of deficits in meaningful and meaningless
action imitation suggests a dual-route for different types of
imitation, a model that has seen several developments and
adaptations (see Buxbaum & Randerath, 2018 or Petreska et
al., 2007 for review). Broadly speaking, the dual-route ap-
proach to imitation suggests that meaningful actions are nor-
mally processed through a semantic, or indirect, route that
draws upon stored pre-existing representations of those move-
ments. By contrast, meaningless actions are processed using a
direct route that relies on visuomotor mapping of the observed
action in order to convert it into a performed action.
Disruption to these routes could result in different perfor-
mance deficits for different types of action imitation in apraxia
(Tessari & Cubelli, 2014).
What is less clear, however, is how these different routes
manifest in healthy individuals. Whilst imitation has been
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much studied in healthy individuals, compared to work in
apraxia less has been done to tease apart the ways in which
meaningful and meaningless actions are imitated. Tessari and
Rumiati (2004) examined this issue by testing healthy indi-
viduals’ ability to rapidly imitate meaningful or meaningless
actions in blocks of only one type of action, or in mixed
blocks. Using a subjective rating measure, they found that
performance for meaningful actions was significantly more
accurate than meaningless actions when presented in blocks
with only the same type of action, but that when meaningful
and meaningless actions were presented together in mixed
blocks, accuracy was not significantly different. They claimed
that this supports a strategic selection of the dual-routes used
for imitation: when participants could not be sure of the com-
position of the list of gestures to be imitated, they imitated
solely using the direct route, bypassing semantic processing
for meaningful actions and avoiding the cognitive cost of
switching between the routes.
Press and Heyes (2008) replicated this experiment, and
added a reaction time (RT) measure. Press and Heyes found
that RT was shorter for meaningful actions in the blocked
condition, but that this effect was not present in mixed condi-
tions. To discover why this effect was not evident in the mixed
blocks, they then looked at how imitation in the mixed blocks
was affected by the action performed in the previous trial.
Interestingly, they found that RTs were longer and movements
less accurate when actions of either type followed a meaning-
less action in the mixed block. They suggested that this result
supports a stimulus selection hypothesis: participants always
used the processing route best suited to the action type, but the
demands of the direct route (i.e., the cognitive demands of
mapping the observed to a performed action) interferes with
the speed of reaction to the following action. This reduces the
advantage that meaningful actions have over meaningless
actions.
In these previous experiments, the primary dependent var-
iable was either RT or a subjective rating of accuracy.
However, the spatial and kinematic elements of an observed
action may be particularly useful for meaningless action imi-
tation, and some apraxia research supports the idea that there
may also be postural and kinematic dissociations in apraxic
imitation deficits (Buxbaum et al., 2014; Dressing et al.,
2016). Despite this, little research has been done to objectively
characterize the kinematics of meaningful and meaningless
action imitation in healthy individuals. Using motion-
tracking measures to examine how kinematics vary in differ-
ent types of imitation may help develop our understanding of
the behavioral differences in performing these types of action.
The aim of the experiments reported here was twofold.
First, we wanted to further examine the dual-route processing
of imitation, and to confirm the nature of route selection. We
hypothesized that we would replicate the RT findings of Press
and Heyes (2008), and find further support for the stimulus
selection hypothesis. Secondly, we also wanted to study the
broad-scale kinematic aspects of meaningless and meaningful
action imitation with an exploratory examination of common-
ly used kinematic markers, with the hope that this would im-
prove understanding of the underlying mechanisms of imita-
tion of different action types. In particular, we were interested
to find out if any kinematic markers would show similar ef-
fects to those observed in RT by Press and Heyes (2008).
Experiment 1
Methods
Participants
Twenty-four participants were recruited from the University of
Reading and the surrounding area (mean ± SE age = 24.4±1.08
years, 11 males, three left-handed). Sample size was based on
Press and Heyes (2008). The experimental procedures were
approved by the local ethics committee (ref: 2016-059-AC).
Participants gave written informed consent, and the experi-
ments were conducted in accordance with the Declaration of
Helsinki (as of 2008).
Materials and stimuli
The position of each participant’s right wrist was recorded
during action imitation using a wired Polhemus Fastrak
(Polhemus Inc., Colchester, VT, USA) 120Hz motion-
tracking system with six degrees of freedom (x, y, z, azimuth,
elevation, and roll). The tracker was attached to the pisiform
using adhesive medical tape and Velcro™.
The experiment was controlled and data were acquired
using custom software written in MATLAB 2014a
(Mathworks, Inc., Natick, MA, USA). We used the
HandLabToolbox to control experiments and analyse data.
The associated repositories are freely available at https://
github.com/TheHandLaboratory, whilst raw data are
available on request.
A total of 20 intransitive gestures were used as stimuli. This
included five meaningful emblematic hand gestures (Bsalute,^
Bshock,^ Bstop,^ BI’m listening,^ Blooking into the distance^),
five meaningful emblematic finger gestures (Bpeace,^
Bthumbs up,^ Bokay,^ Bgun,^ Bsilence^), and ten matched
meaningless gestures. For eachmeaningful gesture, a matched
meaningless gesture was created (Fig. 1). In the case of finger
gestures, this was done by changing the fingers used to create
the gesture or the orientation of the hand. In the case of hand
gestures, this was done by either changing the orientation or
position of the hand. Intransitive emblematic gestures were
used since these generally have a static endpoint that allows
for the extraction of common kinematic markers (peak
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acceleration, velocity, deceleration) from a bell-shaped veloc-
ity curve.
Gestures were presented as videos with a mean ± SD du-
ration of 1,573±16.1ms, in which a male actor raised his left
hand from the table in front of him, created the gesture, and
held it until the end of the video. The actor’s gaze was fixed on
the camera. Meaningful action videos had a mean ± SD dura-
tion of 1,570±18.1ms, whilst meaningless action videos had a
mean ± SD duration of 1,576±14.3ms. In each video the
mean ± SD time to perform the initial action was
948±35.4ms (943±32.8ms for meaningful, 954±38.9 for
meaningless), after which the gesture was held in position
until the end of the video. Videos were presented in the centre
of a monitor at a resolution of 709 × 591 (18 × 15cm at 100
ppi) and ~30 frames/s.
During the task, participants sat opposite a 40cm (diagonal
measure) laptop computer screen approximately 110cm away.
A start point was placed on a table in front of the participant
using Blu Tack®, 20cm away from their right-hand side.
Procedure
Participants took part in four separate blocks of imitation, each
with 80 trials. Two of the blocks contained only meaningful or
meaningless gestures, each repeated eight times and
pseudorandomly ordered (the blocked condition). The other
two mixed blocks contained 50% meaningful and 50% mean-
ingless gestures, with each gesture repeated four times and
pseudorandomly ordered (the mixed condition). The order of
these four blocks was counterbalanced across participants.
In a single trial, participants observed the action stimulus
until the video finished. The screen then turned black, and a
100ms tone signalled participants to repeat the action and
maintain the gesture until they heard a further, lower-
frequency tone (lasting 250ms) 1,250ms later, at which point
they were to return their hand to the start point. From the start
of the second tone, participants had 750ms to return their hand
to the start point before the next trial began. Participants were
asked to start the movement as quickly as possible after the
cue and to imitate as accurately as possible. Once the four
blocks were finished, participants completed a short question-
naire showing a pseudorandomized list of the gestures they
had performed. For each gesture, they were asked to state
whether they thought the action was meaningful, and if so
what that action meaning was.
Trials were excluded from analysis if they contained a false
start (wrist velocity >10cm/s at the start of the trial), an unusu-
ally short movement duration (≤200ms), or failure to finish the
gesture before the end of the action period (wrist velocity did
not drop below 10cm/s before the end of the trial). Participants
were excluded if more than 25% of their trials in each block
met the aforementioned trial exclusion criteria. Participants
were also excluded if their subjective rating of the action
meanings failed to meet an arbitrary 60% agreement with
our own categorisation (mean ± SE accuracy following exclu-
sions = 82.1±2.03%). These criteria resulted in one participant
excluded due to their questionnaire results, and six due to an
inadequate number of trials available for analysis. The exclud-
ed participants were replaced until a total of 24 participants
were available for analysis.
Data analysis
For each participant, the data for meaningful and meaningless
gestures in the mixed blocks were extracted and split into
blocks of 80meaningful and 80meaningless trials. This meant
that the four crossed conditions for the final analysis, with 80
Fig. 1 Examples of gesture stimuli. For each meaningful emblematic
gesture (left), a matched meaningless gesture was created (right)
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trials each, were blocked meaningful, blocked meaningless,
mixed meaningful, and mixed meaningless.
An automated script was used for pre-processing and ex-
traction of variables. The analysis routines processed the po-
sition data from each trial of each participant and rejected
artefacts before filtering with a bidirectional low-pass fourth-
order Butterworth filter (cut-off frequency 15Hz). Aside from
RT, commonly used kinematic variables were extracted from
the imitator’s primary movements (i.e., frommovement onset,
when wrist velocity was greater than 5cm/s but not more than
10cm/s, to the point at which the hand gesture was maintained
and wrist velocity dropped below 10cm/s) for exploratory
analysis: movement time (MT, the duration of the wrist trajec-
tory during the gesture in ms), peak acceleration (PA, the
maximum wrist acceleration), time to peak acceleration
(TPA, the absolute time in ms to reach PA), TPA/MT (time
to peak acceleration relative to theMT), peak velocity (PV, the
maximum wrist velocity), time to peak velocity (TPV), TPV/
MT, peak velocity/mean velocity (PV/MV, a measure of the
narrowness of the velocity curve, i.e., kurtosis), peak deceler-
ation (PD, the maximum wrist deceleration), time to peak
deceleration (TPD), TPD/MT, and root mean squared jerk
(RMS jerk, the third differential of the position data, a measure
of wrist trajectory smoothness).
11.3% of trials were removed due to false starts, an unusu-
ally short movement duration, or failure to finish the gesture
before the end of the action period, and a further 1.7% of trials
were removed due to remaining electromagnetic artefacts
based on visual inspection. We decided post hoc to use the
percentage of trials in which the actions were incomplete with-
in the time limit as a further variable for analysis, to examine
whether participants’ ability to adequately complete the action
was significantly reduced in any condition.
For each of the extracted variables, two-way repeated mea-
sures ANOVAs were run using JASP 0.8.6 (JASP Team,
2018) to compare the across-trial mean values per participant
over the four conditions resulting from crossing block type
and meaning. For RTwe used another two-way repeated mea-
sures ANOVA to further examine whether the prior action
(i.e., meaningful or meaningless) influenced the present action
within the mixed block (as was found by Press & Heyes,
2008). In these ANOVAs, prior and present action type were
used as levels in a within-participant variable. We also per-
formed this analysis on any exploratory variables in which we
observed a statistically significant block type*meaning
interaction.
Since our examination of RTwas a confirmatory procedure
based on the results of Press and Heyes (2008), we used a
typical alpha of .05 for assessing statistical significance when
analysing this variable. In order to control the false discovery
rate (FDR) for the other (exploratory) kinematic variables, we
used the correction procedure outlined by Benjamini and
Yekutieli (2001) across all main effects and interactions for
every exploratory variable assessed using the primary two-
way ANOVA (i.e., creating a corrected alpha threshold for
assessing statistical significance for all exploratory block
type*meaning comparisons, and reporting only values equal
to or less than this threshold as statistically significant).
Because this correction approach was particularly conser-
vative, we also took steps to avoid type 2 errors – false neg-
atives.We used a secondary, arbitrary alpha threshold of .01 to
highlight any effects that did not reach statistical significance
using the aforementioned correction procedure. To assess how
likely any main effects that met this .01 alpha threshold would
be under the null hypothesis, we performed two-sided
Bayesian paired samples t-tests using JASP.
In the case of block type*meaning interactions meeting the
.01 alpha threshold, we examined these in the same fashion,
using the interaction term ((blocked meaningful – blocked
meaningless) – (mixed meaningful – mixed meaningless))
for a one-sample comparison (test value = 0). If there was
positive evidence in support of H1 (BF10>3), we ran post
hoc paired comparisons using Bonferroni-corrected two-tailed
paired t-tests, two-sided Bayesian paired samples t-tests, and
also assessed whether this effect could be explained by differ-
ences in prior action in the mixed blocks, using an ANOVA as
described for RT above.
A default Cauchy prior of 0.707, zero-centred, was used for
all Bayesian analyses, unless otherwise stated. We used
Raftery’s (1995) criteria for interpreting the level of evidence
for H1 or H0 provided by the Bayes factor. In support of H1,
BF10 of 1–3 is considered weak evidence, BF10 of 3–20 is
positive evidence, BF10 of 20–150 is strong evidence, and
BF10 > 150 is very strong evidence. The same numeric values
of BF01 reflect the same degree of support for H0.
Results
Reaction time
We did not observe any significant difference in RT between
meaningful (mean ± SE = 320±12.7ms) and meaningless
(312±10.2ms) actions (F(1,23)=1.67, p=.209, ƞp2=.068), or
between blocked (315±11.7ms) and mixed (317±11.5ms) trials
(F(1,23)=0.124, p=.728, ƞp
2=.005). There was also no signifi-
cant block type*meaning interaction (F(1,23)=1.00, p=.328,
ƞp2=.042), suggesting that there was no effect of changing the
block type on meaningful or meaningless action performance.
When examining trial-by-trial effects in the mixed blocks,
there was no significant difference between prior meaningful
(316±11.4ms) and prior meaningless (318±12.0ms) trials
(F(1,23)=0.562, p=.461, ƞp2=.024), or between present mean-
ingful (318±12.2ms) and present meaningless (316±11.2) tri-
als (F(1,23)=0.560, p=.462, ƞp
2=.024). There was no signifi-
cant prior*present interaction (F(1,23)=0.007, p=.934,
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ƞp2<.001). These results were against what we had hypothe-
sized, and what was shown for RT by Press and Heyes (2008).
Exploratory kinematics
When comparing kinematic variables (Table 1), we observed
that meaningless trials had a significantly longer MT, and a
significantly earlier TPA and TPVas a proportion of the MT,
suggesting a prolongation of the velocity curve in the later
phases of movement. There were no other statistically signif-
icant main effects or interactions using the FDR-corrected
alpha threshold (Online Supplementary Table 1). However,
when using an uncorrected arbitrary alpha threshold of .01,
we observed that PV was greater for meaningless
(91.2±3.35cm/s) compared to meaningful (89.3±3.44cm/s)
trials (F(1,23)=8.76, p=.007, ƞp
2=.276), BF10=6.53. We also
observed that TPD/MT was smaller for meaningless
((.756±.00858) compared to meaningful (.773±.00894) trials
(F(1,23)=9.58, p=.005, ƞp
2=.294), BF10=8.56.
Discussion
We found several interesting differences in kinematic param-
eters between performance for meaningful and meaningless
actions. First, meaningless trials had a significantly greater
MT and proportionally earlier TPA and TPV compared to
meaningful actions. A Bayesian analysis of TPD/MT sug-
gested that there was evidence for an effect in the same direc-
tion in this variable (BF10>3). Such results indicate that the
difference in MT reflects a difference in time between peak
deceleration and the end of the action. It took longer for par-
ticipants to settle into the final posture in meaningless actions,
possibly because they were less familiar with the correct end
point in these instances. The increased PV (BF10>3) observed
in meaningless trials may also reflect this, such that partici-
pants performed less familiar actions more rapidly to be cer-
tain of their completion within the given time, and allowing
themselves more time for correction. Overall, this finding
seems to indicate that the correction period (encompassing
the latter part of the deceleration phase) in gesture imitation
is dependent on whether the imitator is familiar with the
action.
Contrary to our hypothesis, and out of line with the
research we were attempting to replicate, we did not observe
a significant block type*meaning interaction in RT, or an in-
fluence of prior meaningless action in the mixed block. In this
experiment, participants were required to watch the stimuli
(~1,573ms), before they were given 1,250ms to perform and
maintain the gesture, then 750ms to return their hand before
the next trial started. This meant that the time between action
onsets in consecutive trials (i.e., the trial length) was
~3,573ms. This was more than the trial lengths in which
(effects were found in the experiments of Tessari and
Rumiati (2004) and Press and Heyes (2008): 1,750ms and
2,750ms, respectively.
As emphasized in the introduction, Press and Heyes (2008)
suggested that, since the direct route for processing meaning-
less actions is more cognitively demanding, the increased
working memory load associated with performing these sorts
of actions can negatively influence the performance of the
following action in the mixed block. We decided that partici-
pants may have had too much time to recover from the cog-
nitive demands of the direct route following meaningless ac-
tion imitation in the mixed blocks. This may have reduced the
influence of prior meaningless action in the mixed blocks,
thus reducing our likelihood of observing the block
type*meaning interaction in RT discovered by Press and
Heyes (2008). This may also explain why we did not observe
any significant block type*meaning interactions in the other
kinematic variables.
We attempted to rectify this in two further experiments,
reducing the trial length, and therefore the interval between
movement onsets, by increasing durations. We did this by
manipulating our original stimuli of ~1,573ms duration. In
Experiment 2 we examined ~948ms stimuli, showing the
movement start to the gesture position being held. In
Experiment 3 we examined ~553ms stimuli, simply showing
the gesture position being held. We hypothesized that we
would at least observe the RT interaction effect found in pre-
vious work, possibly in Experiment 2, but more likely in
Experiment 3.
Table 1 Experiment 1 groupmeans and statistically significant ANOVA results for themain effect of actionmeaning (FDR-corrected alpha threshold =
.000281)
Variable Mean (± SE) value Main effect of meaning
Meaningful Meaningless F (1,23) p ƞp
2
TPA/MT (0-1) .188 (.00809) .178 (.00757) 18.3 .000281 .443
TPV/MT (0-1) .467 (.00852) .452 (.00798) 20.4 .000157 .469
MT (ms) 659 (11.9) 684 (11.2) 44.4 .000000846 .659
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Experiment 2
Methods
The methods were the same as Experiment 1, except where
indicated.
Participants
Twenty-four new participants were recruited (mean ± SE age =
20.2±0.54 years, one male, one left-handed). None of the par-
ticipants had taken part in the previous experiment. As in
Experiment 1, participants were excluded if their subjective
rating of the action meanings failed to meet a 60% agreement
with our own categorisation (mean ± SE accuracy following
exclusions = 82.7±2.17%). They were also excluded if every
block had more than 25% of trials removed. Only the trial-
based criteria resulted in exclusion (seven participants). These
participants were replaced until 24 total participants were avail-
able for analysis.
Materials, stimuli, and procedure
These were the same as Experiment 1, except in this case the
videos presented to participants had a mean ± SD duration of
948±35.4ms. These videos were identical to those in
Experiment 1, the only change being that they ended as soon
as the posture was complete (i.e., excluding the period in
which the gesture was held statically). Meaningful action
videos had a mean ± SD duration of 943±32.8ms, whilst
meaningless action videos had a mean ± SD duration of
954±38.9ms.
Data analysis
The analysis routine was as in Experiment 1. In this instance
4.44% of trials were removed due to false starts or failure to
finish the gesture before the end of the action period, and a
further 1.69% of trials were removed due to electromagnetic
artefacts.
One participant showed unusually low RTs (below 150ms,
dark green points in Fig. 2). However, since RT was cued in
this experiment, with the videos finishing prior to the tone
signalling movement, it is likely that participants were antic-
ipating the action onset. In addition, since our RT measures
are based on the movement of the wrist, rather than a button
press or release, we found low RT values in general. Finally,
this participant did not show outlying values on any other
variable, suggesting that they were completing the task as
expected.
Results
Reaction time
In this experiment we observed an effect of action meaning on
RT, such that meaningful actions (mean ± SE = 317±9.48ms)
had a significantly longer RT than meaningless actions
(304±9.53ms, F(1,23)=4.44, p=.046, ƞp
2=.162). There was
no significant difference between blocked (309±10.7ms) and
mixed (311±8.97ms) trials (F(1,23)=0.061, p=.808,
ƞp
2=.003). There was a significant block type*meaning inter-
action (F(1,23)=9.52, p=.005, ƞp2=.293).
To examine this significant interaction (Fig. 2) we ran
pairwise comparisons using two-tailed paired samples t-tests
and two-sided paired samples Bayesian t-tests. Meaningful
trials had a significantly longer RT than meaningless trials in
the blocked condition (t(23)=2.58, p=.017, grm=0.431),
BF10=3.15. However, there was no significant difference in
RT between meaningful and meaningless trials in the mixed
condition (t(23)=-0.0482, p=.962, grm=0.00322), BF01=4.65.
Examining the mixed blocks revealed that in trials where
the prior action was meaningless, RTwas significantly greater
than when the prior action was meaningful (314±9.12ms vs.
307±9.22ms, F(1,23)=5.97, p=.023, ƞp2=.206), as was ob-
served by Press and Heyes (2008). There was no significant
difference in RT between present meaningful (311±9.11ms)
and presen t meaning less (310±9.20ms) ac t ions
(F(1,23)=0.019, p=.893, ƞp2=.001). There was also no signif-
icant prior*present interaction (F(1,23)=2.59, p=.121,
ƞp2=.101).
Fig. 2 Experiment 2 block type*meaning paired comparison for reaction
time (RT). Colored points represent single participant values, black
diamonds represent mean values with between-subjects SE bars. MF
meaningful, ML meaningless
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Exploratory kinematics
When examining the exploratory kinematic variables across
both block types (Table 2) we found that, compared to mean-
ingful trials, meaningless trials had a significantly larger PA
andMT, and significantly smaller TPV/MTand TPD/MT. The
effects of action meaning on MT, TPV/MT, and TPD/MT
were replicated from Experiment 1. There were no other sta-
tistically significant main effects or interactions using the
FDR-corrected alpha threshold (Online Supplementary
Table 2).
However, using the uncorrected .01 alpha threshold, we did
observe that PV was greater for meaningless (77.6±1.97cm/s)
compared to meaningful (75 .3±1.92cm/s) t r ia l s
(F(1,23)=12.5, p=.002, ƞp2=.351), BF10=21.1. We also ob-
served a block type*meaning interac t ion in PV
(F(1,23)=9.25, p=.006, ƞp2=.287). Examining the interaction
term (mean ± SE = -3.25±1.07cm/s) with a two-sided
Bayesian one-sample t-test revealed BF10=7.67. In order to
examine this interaction further, we ran pairwise comparisons
using four two-tailed paired samples t-tests (Bonferroni-
corrected alpha .0125) and four two-sided paired samples
Bayesian t-tests (Fig. 3A).
Meaningless actions in the blocked condition had a signif-
icantly greater PV than meaningful actions in the blocked
condition (t(23)=3.78, p<.001, grm=0.351), BF10=36.1.
Meaningful actions in the blocked condition had a significant-
ly smaller PV than meaningful actions in the mixed condition
(t(23)=-2.86, p=.009, grm=0.327), BF10=5.33. There was no
significant difference in PV between meaningless actions in
the blocked condition and meaningless actions in the mixed
condition (t(23)=-0.053, p=.958, grm=0.00675), BF01=4.65.
There was also no significant difference in PV between mean-
ingful actions in the mixed block and meaningless actions in
the mixed block (t(23)=-1.19, p=.248, grm=0.0700),
BF01=2.49. These results suggested that whilst PV for mean-
ingful actions was lower than meaningless actions in the
blocked trials, PV for meaningful actions increased to a sim-
ilar level in the mixed condition. PV for meaningless actions
remained static across blocked and mixed conditions.
Examining PV in the mixed blocks in terms of prior action
type did not reveal an effect similar to that observed in RT.
There was no significant difference in PV between prior
meaningful (76.8±1.92cm/s) and prior meaningless
(77.5±1.91cm/s) actions (F(1,23)=3.02, p=.096, ƞp
2=.116),
BF01 of 1.27. There was no significant difference in PV be-
tween present meaningful (76.9±1.97cm/s) and present mean-
ingless (77.5±1.87cm/s) actions (F(1,23)=1.31, p=.265,
ƞp2=.054). There was also no significant prior*present inter-
action (F(1,23)=3.32, p=.082, ƞp2=.126).
We also found that PV/MV was greater for meaningless
(1.76±0.0111) compared to meaningful (1.74±0.0118) trials
(F(1,23)=11.4, p=.003, ƞp
2=.332), BF10=15.4. We also ob-
served a block type*meaning interaction in PV/MV
(F(1,23)=10.8, p=.003, ƞp2=.320). When examining the inter-
action term (mean ± SE = -0.0309±0.00939) with a two-sided
Bayesian one-sample t-test we found BF10=12.7. To better
understand this interaction, we ran pairwise comparisons
using four two-tailed paired samples t-tests (Bonferroni-
corrected alpha .0125) and four two-sided paired samples
Bayesian t-tests (Figure 3B).
Meaningless actions in the blocked condition had a sig-
nificantly greater PV/MV than meaningful actions in the
blocked condition (t(23)=4.23, p<.001, grm=0.581),
BF10=97.4. Meaningful actions in the blocked condition
had a significantly smaller PV/MV than meaningful ac-
tions in the mixed condition (t(23)=-3.24, p=.004,
grm=0.348), BF10=11.5. There was no significant differ-
ence in PV/MV between meaningless actions in the
blocked condition and meaningless actions in the mixed
condition (t(23)=1.02, p=.320, grm=0.145), BF01=2.93.
There was also no significant difference in PV/MV be-
tween meaningful actions in the mixed block and meaning-
less actions in the mixed block (t(23)=-0.856, p=.401,
grm=0.0960), BF01=3.35. These results suggested that,
similar to PV, PV/MV for meaningful actions was lower
than for meaningless actions in the blocked trials, but in-
creased to a similar level in the mixed condition. PV/MV
for meaningless actions remained relatively static across
blocked and mixed conditions.
Table 2 Experiment 2 groupmeans and statistically significant ANOVA results for themain effect of actionmeaning (FDR-corrected alpha threshold =
.000198)
Variable Mean (± SE) value Main effect of meaning
Meaningful Meaningless F (1,23) p ƞp
2
PA (cm/s2) 493 (20.5) 518 (22.1) 19.5 .000198 .459
TPV/MT (0-1) .481 (.00756) .460 (.00778) 37.7 .00000289 .621
TPD/MT (0-1) .761 (.00934) .734 (.00853) 34.8 .00000515 .602
MT (ms) 622 (10.4) 648 (11.4) 20.3 .000160 .469
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Examining PV/MV in the mixed blocks in terms of prior
action type did not result in a similar effect to that found for
RT. There was no significant difference in PV/MV between
prior meaningful (1.76±0.0112) and prior meaningless
(1.75±0.0120) actions (F(1,23)=0.604, p=.445, ƞp2=.026),
BF01=3.55. There was no significant difference in PV/MV
between present meaningful (1.75±0.0128) and present mean-
ingless (1.76±0.0107) actions (F(1,23)=0.616, p=.440,
ƞp
2=.026). There was also no significant prior*present inter-
action (F(1,23)=0.799, p=.381, ƞp2=.034).
Discussion
In this experiment RTwas found to be significantly slower in
imitation of meaningful compared to meaningless actions.
The block type*meaning interaction indicated that meaningful
and meaningless actions were only significantly different in
the blocked condition. When examining the mixed blocks, we
observed that trials following ameaningless actionwere found
to have a significantly greater RTcompared to those following
a meaningful action. This is in line with the findings of Press
and Heyes (2008). This supports the idea that, in the mixed
blocks, following the decreased interval between movement
onsets in this experiment, the cognitive load associated with
direct processing of meaningless gestures was so great as to
interfere with the speed with which the following action was
initiated, as suggested by Press and Heyes (2008).
Despite the replication of this effect, we observed that
meaningful actions had a greater RT than meaningless actions
in the blocked condition – the opposite direction of effect to
that in Press and Heyes, (2008). This finding is probably due
to differences between our experiment and that of Press and
Heyes (2008), which are addressed in the general discussion
below.
In keeping with Experiment 1, we also observed that mean-
ingless actions had a significantly larger MT, and significantly
smaller TPV/MT and TPD/MT than meaningful actions. This
suggested that participants’ behavior in terms of meaningful
and meaningless action performance was broadly similar to
that observed in Experiment 1. Participants used a greater
correction time in meaningless actions, reflected by a longer
period of movement following the time of PD. That meaning-
less actions had a significantly greater PA is again likely to
reflect a more rapid performance of the action to allow for
greater correction time in meaningless gestures (see
Experiment 1, Discussion).
Interestingly, we observed significant block type*meaning
interactions in PVand PV/MV. Paired comparisons suggested
that PV and PV/MV were greater for meaningless actions in
the blocked condition – that is, meaningless actions were
faster and had a more rapid transition between acceleration
and deceleration. However, PV and PV/MV increased for
meaningful actions in the mixed condition, to a similar level
to that observed in meaningless actions. These variables did
not significantly differ for meaningless actions across block
types. Unlike RT, there was no significant effect of prior action
in the mixed blocks for either of these variables. It is possible
that these effects reflect a dual-route dissociation, though this
may also be an influence of general motor-cognitive process-
ing. For example, participants may have been more confident
in their performance of meaningful actions in the blocked
trials, such that they could afford a more leisurely approach
to performing the action. The uncertainty regarding the block
composition in the mixed trials may have resulted in a more
rapid performance of known actions, perhaps due a perception
of tighter time constraints.
Overall, the results of Experiment 2 support the results of
Experiment 1 in indicating that when participants imitate
Fig. 3 Experiment 2 block type*meaning paired comparisons for (a)
peak velocity and (b) peak velocity/mean velocity. Colored points repre-
sent single participant values, black diamonds represent mean values with
between-subjects SE bars. MF meaningful, ML meaningless
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meaningless actions they use a greater correction time after
peak deceleration, and may speed the earlier stages of the
action to provide for this. The results also seem to provide
some support for the stimulus selection hypothesis posited
by Press and Heyes (2008): imitating a meaningless action
increases the RTof the following action, suggestive of a great-
er stress placed on cognitive resources by the direct route.
Experiment 3
In this experiment we further decreased the duration of gesture
video stimuli, which we expected would increase the negative
influence of meaningless action imitation on subsequent trial
RT in the mixed blocks.
Methods
Themethods were the same as for Experiment 2, except where
indicated.
Participants
Twenty-four new participants were recruited (mean ± SE
age = 22.8±0.88 years, seven male, three left-handed).
None of the participants had taken part in the previous
experiments. Participants’ mean ± SE agreement with
our action categorisation was 78.3±1.75%.
Materials, stimuli, and procedure
The videos presented to participants had a mean ± SD length
of 553±9.62ms. These videos were identical to those in the
previous experiments, the only change being that they did not
show the actor moving their hand to the gesture location, only
holding the gesture in place for the full duration of the video.
Meaningful action videos had a mean ± SD duration of
551±13.6ms, whilst all meaningless action videos had dura-
tion of 555ms.
Data analysis
9.41% of trials" were removed due to false starts, an unusually
short movement duration, or failure to finish gesture before
the end of the action period, and a further 2.07% of trials were
removed due to electromagnetic artefacts.
Results
Reaction time
As in Experiment 2 we observed that meaningful actions
(mean ± SE = 302±11.3ms) had a significantly longer RT than
meaningless actions (288±10.8ms, F(1,23)=6.23, p=.020,
ƞp
2=.213). There was no significant difference in RT between
blocked (298±12.8ms) and mixed trials (291±9.48ms,
F(1,23)=1.12, p=.302, ƞp2=.046), or any significant block
type*meaning interaction (F(1,23)=0.042, p=.840, ƞp
2=.002).
To understand why we no longer observed a block
type*meaning interaction in this experiment, as we had ob-
served in Experiment 2, we assessed the data using a Bayesian
approach in JASP. We created difference values between the
RTs for meaningful and meaningless trials in the blocked and
mixed conditions (i.e., the interaction term) in Experiment 2.
In order to create a posterior distribution of the interaction
effect observed in Experiment 2, we performed a two-sided
Bayesian one-sample t-test. This revealed a BF10 of 8.38,
suggesting positive evidence in favour of H1, for a difference
between meaningful-meaningless RT difference values in
blocked (25.9±10.0ms) and mixed (-0.149±3.08ms) trials (in-
teraction term mean ± SE = 26.0±8.44ms) in Experiment 2.
The median effect size of the posterior distribution was 0.568,
lower 95% credible interval 0.149, which is approximately
comparable to a SD of 0.214, assuming a normal distribution
(assessed in R using the equation (abs(0.568-0.149)/
qnorm((1+0.95)/2))).
We then used this posterior distribution as an informed
normally distributed prior (half-normal centered on effect
size 0.568, SD=0.214) in a one-sided Bayesian one-sample
t-test, to test the interaction values of Experiment 3 under
the hypothesis that the difference in RT values between
meaningful and meaningless actions in the blocked trials
(15.3±9.84ms) were greater than those in the mixed trials
(13.3±3.86ms), i.e., that the interaction term (mean ± SE =
1.96±9.62ms) was greater than zero. We observed
BF01=7.03. In the interest of comparison, we ran the same
analysis on the Experiment 1 data, where we had also
observed a non-significant interaction. The RT difference
values in Experiment 1 were 14.3±12.1ms in blocked tri-
als, and 1.48±3.23ms in mixed trials (interaction term
mean ± SE = 12.9±12.9ms). This analysis revealed
BF01=1.84.
When we ran a prior*present ANOVA on the Experiment 3
mixed block data to examine trial-by-trial effects, we observed
that there was no significant difference in RT between prior
meaningful (288±10.3ms) or prior meaningless (293±9.06ms)
actions (F(1,23)=2.54, p=.124, ƞp2=.100), or significant
prior*present interaction (F(1,23)=0.166, p=.687, ƞp2=.007).
Importantly, we observed that present meaningful actions
(298±10.1ms) had a significantly greater RT than present
meaningless actions (284±9.50ms, F(1,23)=13.1, p=.001,
ƞp
2=.363), reflecting the main effect of action meaning in the
block type*meaning comparison above, which was not in
keeping with our observations in Experiment 2 (where there
was no significant difference in RT between meaningful and
meaningless actions in the mixed block).
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To understandwhywe no longer observed an effect of prior
meaningless action in the mixed block, as we had observed in
Experiment 2, we performed a Bayesian analysis similar to the
one reported above. In order to create a posterior distribution
of the prior action effect observed in Experiment 2, we per-
formed a two-sided Bayesian paired samples t-test. This anal-
ysis resulted in BF10=2.46. The median of the posterior distri-
bution was 0.592, with a lower 95% credible interval of 0.067,
approximately equivalent to an SD of 0.268.We then used this
posterior distribution as an informed normally distributed pri-
or (half-normal centred on effect size 0.592, SD=0.268) in a
one-sided Bayesian paired samples t-test, to test the prior ac-
tion effect in Experiment 3 under the hypothesis that the RT
values were greater when the prior action was meaningless
compared to meaningful. We observed BF10=1.58. We ran
the same analysis on the Experiment 1 data, where we had
also observed a non-significant effect of prior action. The RT
values in this instance were 316±11.4ms in prior meaningful,
and 318±12.0ms in prior meaningless actions. This analysis
revealed BF01=2.90. Neither of these effects provides evi-
dence in either direction.
Exploratory kinematics
In the analysis of kinematic variables (Table 3) we observed
that meaningless actions had a significantly greater TPD and
MT, and significantly smaller TPV/MT and TPD/MT when
compared to meaningful actions. These effects on MT, TPV/
MT, and TPD/MT were replicated from the previous experi-
ments. There were no other statistically significant main ef-
fects or interactions (Online Supplementary Table 3).
Since we no longer observed significant block
type*meaning interactions in PV and PV/MV, as in
Experiment 2, we used the same Bayesian approach outlined
above to use the posterior distributions of these previous in-
teraction effects as informed priors. This was done in order to
assess how likely our data was given H0 in these cases. Using
a two-sided Bayesian one-sample t-test the posterior distribu-
tion of the block type*meaning interaction in PV in
Experiment 2 had a median of -0.558 and lower 95% credible
interval of -1.00, approximately equivalent to an SD of 0.226.
We used this posterior distribution as an informed normally
distributed prior (half-normal centred on effect size -0.558,
SD=0.226) in a one-sided Bayesian one-sample t-test, to test
the interaction values of Experiment 3 under the hypothesis
that the difference in PV values between meaningful and
meaningless actions in the blocked trials (-1.53±1.54cm/s)
were greater in magnitude than those in the mixed trials
(0.207±0.508cm/s) i.e., that the interaction term (mean ±
SE = -1.74±1.53cm/s) was less than zero. We observed
BF01=1.35. An analysis of the non-significant interaction
in Experiment 1 (blocked difference = -3.11±1.59cm/s,
mixed difference = -0.761±.499cm/s, interaction term =
-2.35±1.96cm/s) resulted in BF01=1.21.
The posterior distribution of the block type*meaning inter-
action in PV/MV in Experiment 2 had a median of -0.611 and
lower 95% credible interval of -1.06, approximately equiva-
lent to an SD of 0.229. We used this posterior distribution
(created with a two-sided Bayesian one-sample t-test) as an
informed normally distributed prior (half-normal centred on
effect size -0.661, SD=0.229) in a one-sided Bayesian one-
sample t-test, to test the interaction values of Experiment 3
under the hypothesis that the difference in PV/MV values
between meaningful and meaningless actions in the blocked
trials (-0.0148±0.0101) were greater than those in the mixed
trials (-0.0108±0.00642), i.e., that the interaction term
(mean ± SE = -0.00399±0.0108) was less than zero.
We observed BF01=8.68. An analysis of the non-
significant interaction in Experiment 1 (blocked difference =
-0.0130±0.00854, mixed difference = -0.00915±0.00635, in-
teraction term = -0.00386±0.0104) resulted in BF01=8.65.
Discussion
In Experiment 3 we continued to find a significantly smaller
TPV/MT and TPD/MT, and a greater MT for meaningless
actions. We also observed that meaningless actions had a sig-
nificantly later TPD, despite the earlier TPD/MT. The later
Table 3 Experiment 3 groupmeans and statistically significant ANOVA results for themain effect of actionmeaning (FDR-corrected alpha threshold =
.000954)
Variable Mean (± SE) value Main effect of meaning
Meaningful Meaningless F (1,23) p ƞp
2
TPV/MT (0-1) .479 (.00948) .456 (.0100) 43.4 .00000185 .653
TPD (ms) 476 (12.2) 487 (12.6) 14.3 .000954 .384
TPD/MT (0-1) .754 (.00984) .726 (.00979) 34.3 .00000578 .598
MT (ms) 631 (11.1) 673 (12.1) 107 .000000000405 .823
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TPD might reflect an attempt by participants to reduce the
correction time in the face of a shorter trial duration (despite
the time available for performing actions remaining the same).
Since the trials were shorter, this may have biased participant
behavior such that those in Experiment 3 felt a greater need to
complete the actions more rapidly. However, since MT con-
tinued to be longer in meaningless actions, it is possible that
this did not assist in reducing the correction time.
Whilst we found that meaningless actions had a significant-
ly smaller RT compared to meaningful actions, this effect was
not confined to the blocked trials, and there was no longer a
significant block type*meaning interaction. Using a prior dis-
tribution informed by the interaction effect observed in
Experiment 2 suggested positive evidence in favour of the null
hypothesis (BF01>3). We also failed to observe a statistically
significant effect of prior meaningless action in the mixed
blocks, though using a Bayesian analysis with a prior distri-
bution informed by the effect observed in Experiment 2 pro-
vided us with weak evidence in favour of a similar effect. In
addition, we failed to observe significant block type*meaning
interactions in PVand PV/MV, with a Bayesian analysis sug-
gesting weak evidence for the null hypothesis in the case of
PV, and positive evidence for the null hypothesis in the case of
PV/MV.
General discussion
We used motion-tracking to examine the dual-route model of
imitation in healthy participants. We hoped to reveal informa-
tion about the kinematic differences between the imitation of
meaningful and meaningless emblematic gestures, and
attempted to replicate previous findings in RT from a previous
experiment (Press & Heyes, 2008). In terms of the wrist
movements’ kinematics, we found that meaningless action
imitation was associated with a longer time spent in the
Bcorrection^ phase, at the end of the movement, as compared
to meaningful actions, and that participants tended to increase
their movement speed when performing meaningless actions,
perhaps in order to account for this.
When the previously observed RT effect (Press & Heyes,
2008) was not evident in our original experiment (with stimuli
of ~1,573ms in length, and ~3,573ms between movement
onsets), we hypothesized that reducing the duration of stimuli
(and therefore the total trial duration, and effectively the inter-
val between movement onsets) could place greater stress on
the direct route for matching observed and performed actions.
We observed a similar effect to that revealed by Press and
Heyes (2008) whenwe used a ~948ms stimulus duration (with
~2948ms betweenmovement onsets). Performance of amean-
ingless action in the mixed block resulted in a slower RT in the
subsequent trial.
Reaction-time effects
Influence of prior action in mixed blocks
In Experiment 2 we observed that movements following a
meaningless trial in the mixed blocks had a significantly re-
duced RT compared to movements following a meaningful
trial. A similar significant effect was not observed in
Experiment 1, where a Bayesian analysis instead revealed
weak evidence in support of the null hypothesis.
Our results go some way to support the stimulus selection
hypothesis posited by Press and Heyes (2008), which suggests
that in mixed blocks actions are always imitated by way of
their associated route when there is a time constraint. After
reducing the time between movement onsets from that used in
Experiment 1, participants in Experiment 2 were significantly
slower to initiate both meaningful and meaningless actions
following a meaningless trial in the mixed blocks. This could
be suggestive of a lingering influence of increased cognitive
load following direct processing of meaningless actions. The
fact that this was only observed after meaningless actions
makes it likely that only the direct route was used in these
instances, for the purpose of matching an observed to a per-
formed action (but see Rumiati & Tessari, 2002; Tessari et al.,
2006, 2007, 2009; Tessari & Cubelli, 2014; Tessari &
Rumiati, 2004). Reducing the duration between movement
onsets by ~625ms was enough to create this interference ef-
fect, and one possible explanation for the absent effect in
Experiment 1 is that the interval between movement onsets
was just beyond the limit in which we could reliably observe
an influence of dual-route processing on RT.
What is less clear is why reducing the time available be-
tween movements by a further ~395ms would then negate this
significant effect. A Bayesian analysis based on the posterior
distribution of the effect of prior action observed in
Experiment 2 suggested that there was only weak evidence
for a similar effect in Experiment 3. It is possible that, since
the semantic route could be the dominant route for imitation
(Tessari et al., 2009), under such intense time constraints some
participants reduced the accuracy of the meaningless (but not
meaningful) actions in order to ensure task completion. This
could in turn reduce the cognitive interference related to
meaningless action performance in the mixed trials – fewer
cognitive resources would be dedicated to accurate
visuomotor matching of the observed meaningless action,
meaning less negative influence on the following trial.
Unfortunately, we did not record participant accuracy, but cer-
tainly this would provide a feasible explanation.
Block type*meaning interactions
We were surprised to observe in Experiment 2 that mean-
ingful actions were performed with a slower RT than
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meaningless actions in the blocked trials, contrary to Press
and Heyes (2008). A Bayesian analysis of this interaction
revealed positive evidence in favor of the null hypothesis
in Experiment 3. In Experiment 3 we instead observed a
significant main effect, indicating that meaningful actions
had a slower RT than meaningless actions in general. This
was also reflected in a main effect of Bpresent^ actions in
the mixed blocked ANOVA.
The significant block type*meaning interaction in
Experiment 2 is not easily explained by the role of prior mean-
ingless action in the mixed blocks. Press and Heyes (2008)
observed that meaningful actions had a significantly faster RT
than meaningless actions in the blocked trials, but not in
mixed trials. Whilst the results of Press and Heyes (2008)
indicate that the benefit of meaningful action performance is
reduced in the mixed block (i.e., the RT increases), due to the
interference of prior meaningless actions, our results are not in
keeping with this observation (Fig. 2). In our case the block
type*meaning interaction does not seem to reflect the influ-
ence of prior meaningless action in the mixed block. It is not
clear what could be driving this inconsistent finding. It may be
due to differences between our experiment and the one report-
ed by Press and Heyes (2008).
In their experiment participants were required to imitate
the action as quickly as possible from the video onset, unlike
in our experiment in which participants had to first observe
the action. In the experiment by Press and Heyes (2008), it is
likely that meaningful action performance was speeded due
to more rapid visual processing of familiar information. It
may be this rapid visual processing that was influenced by
the cognitive demands of direct route processing following
prior meaningless actions in the mixed block. Generally
speaking, visual processing could be less influential in our
experiment, since participants had towait until the end of the
stimulus to begin to move (similar to some assessments for
apraxia, e.g., Goldenberg, 1996). One consequence of this
for meaningful and meaningless action performance is that
meaningful actions could afford a slower RT, since the time
required to perform a familiar action is presumably known in
advance. This would only be true when participants are
afforded the entire action prior to their movement, as in our
experiments.
However, this reasoning does not seem to sufficiently
explain the variability in block type*meaning interactions
across experiments. It could be the case that, as described
for the prior action effect above, participants implemented
a speed-accuracy trade-off for meaningless actions in the
mixed blocks in Experiment 3, but not Experiment 2, due
to the increased time constraints. It appears that more
work is needed to understand the relative roles of visual
and cognitive processing in meaningful and meaningless
action imitation, and how they might interact with task
time constraints.
Kinematics in meaningful and meaningless action
imitation
Correction time as a marker for meaningless action
performance
Interestingly, we failed to observe effects of prior action in the
mixed block in our exploratory kinematic parameters. One
possibility is that these effects are simply not observable at
the level of the wrist – they may be specific to the more fine-
grained contributors to the action (i.e., the fingers). The re-
ported results for gesture accuracy by Tessari and Rumiati
(2004) and Press and Heyes (2008) support this. However,
in future work it may be beneficial to more closely examine
the kinematics of the fingers to provide a more objective mea-
sure of imitation accuracy (e.g., Reader et al., 2018).
The most consistent exploratory kinematic effect, observed
in all experiments (statistically significant at FDR-corrected
threshold, or BF10>3), was that meaningless actions were as-
sociated with a longer MT, and proportionally earlier TPVand
TPD, strongly indicative of a longer time spent in the final,
corrective phase of the movement, as compared to meaningful
actions. One possible explanation for this is that participants
purposely maintained a greater correction time in actions they
did not know, to give themselves more time to confirm that the
final posture was accurate. The increased PVor PA for mean-
ingless actions in Experiments 1 and 2 may also support this,
and could reflect a strategy designed to increase movement
speed in the early stages of a meaningless action in order to
ensure adequate time for correction.
These results provide an interesting addition to our under-
standing of imitation. Whilst previous work has quantitatively
examined the kinematic elements of imitative behavior in both
healthy people (e.g., Braadbaart et al., 2012; Campione &
Gentilucci, 2011; Era et al., 2018; Forbes & Hamilton, 2017;
Gold et al., 2008; Hayes et al., 2016; Krüger et al., 2014; Pan
& Hamilton, 2015; Reader & Holmes, 2015; Reader et al.,
2018; Sacheli et al., 2012; Sacheli et al., 2013, Sacheli,
Christensen, et al., 2015, Sacheli, Candidi, et al., 2015; Wild
et al., 2010; Williams et al., 2013) and brain-damaged patients
(e.g., Candidi et al., 2018; Hermsdörfer et al., 1996), as far as
we are aware no previous experiments have looked at somany
components of the velocity profile in order to compare the
coarse-grained (i.e., wrist) kinematic approach to meaningful
and meaningless action imitation. Much informative work has
been done to assess action performance in meaningful and
meaningless action imitation (e.g., Buxbaum et al., 2014;
Carmo & Rumiati, 2009; Goldenberg & Hagmann, 1997;
Mengotti et al., 2013), but frequently using only subjective
rating measures.
It is essential to expand on our findings with further
motion-tracking experiments, particularly if wewant to under-
stand how emblematic gesture imitation differs from more
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commonly examined point-to-point movements (i.e.,
reaching-to-grasp), or the object-directed action pantomimes
frequently assessed in apraxia research. In addition, given the
potential interactions between kinematic and semantic pro-
cessing revealed by apraxia (Buxbaum et al., 2014; Dressing
et al., 2016), further work using motion-tracking could be
useful for understanding the neural control of imitation of
different action types, particularly if combined with neuropsy-
chological assessments or neuroimaging.
Variability between experiment results
It is worth briefly considering some of the more inconsistent
kinematic effects between the three experiments reported here.
Only in Experiment 1 did we observe that TPA/MT was sig-
nificantly smaller for meaningless compared to meaningful
actions, and only in Experiment 2 did we observe that PA
was significantly greater for meaningless actions compared
to meaningful actions. These results are broadly in keeping
with the aforementioned correction time strategy – an in-
creased PA and relatively earlier TPA could also contribute
to a strategy aimed at a longer correction period. The variabil-
ity between experiments on these parameters may be reflec-
tive of individual differences in speeding performance for
meaningless actions: whilst some participants performed
meaningless actions more rapidly by accelerating faster, some
may have increased their speed (velocity) in general. This
hypothesis would need further testing.
In Experiment 2 we also observed significant block
type*meaning interactions in PVand PV/MV, suggesting that
meaningless actions were faster, and with more rapid transi-
tion between acceleration and deceleration than meaningful
actions only in the blocked condition. These variables in-
creased inmeaningful actions tomatch the values of themean-
ingless actions in the mixed blocks. There was weak (PV) and
positive (PV/MV) evidence in favour of the null hypothesis
when we examined this interaction effect in Experiments 1
and 3. These variables did not show significant effects of prior
action type in the mixed block.
As discussed earlier, it is unclear whether these effects re-
flect dual-route processing, and they may instead reflect gen-
eral motor-cognitive processes underlying performance under
time constraints. Like the block type*meaning interaction in
RT, one possibility is that participants could afford a slower
speed and transition between acceleration and deceleration for
meaningful actions when they were confident of the contents
of the block. In the mixed block, which is perhaps more dif-
ficult in general, participants performed meaningful actions as
rapidly as they would perform the novel meaningless actions,
in order to optimize performance in a potentially more de-
manding task.
We suggest that in these cases it is possible that participants
could, if they wished, perform the meaningful actions at a
more leisurely pace than was observed. A comparison be-
tween predictable and unpredictable switches between action
types in the mixed block (e.g., Tessari et al., 2009) would be
useful for assessing this claim in future experiments.
However, it is not clear why this effect was not similarly
observed in Experiments 1 and 3. Again, further experiments
would be necessary to better understand how the interval be-
tween action onsets might mediate these effects, which could
feasibly be controlled by top-down cognition (e.g., Hamilton
2014, 2015).
Lastly, only in Experiment 3 did we observe that TPD was
significantly later in meaningless as compared to meaningful
trials. As highlighted in the discussion of Experiment 3, this
may reflect an attempt to reduce the correction time under
greater time pressure, rather than increasing velocity or accel-
eration at the start of the action.
Limitations and future research
One underlying problem with the experiments reported here is
the variable proportion of movement shown in the different
stimuli in each experiment. Based on previous evidence, it
seems most likely that the reduction in stimulus duration
was responsible for our RT results across experiments, and
perhaps also the block type*meaning interaction observed in
PV and PV/MV. However, it is still possible that the propor-
tion of movement shown in the experimental stimuli could be
involved in mediating responses in this task. Testing the role
of observed movement to gesture may be a worthy avenue for
future research.
Similarly, future work may also choose to examine further
how imitation accuracy, rather than reaction time, is associated
with dual-route processing of imitation under varying inter-
movement intervals. In addition, it would be interesting to
know to what degree the correction time markers associated
with novel action imitation are associated with visual or pro-
prioceptive correction, especially since visual feedback has
previously been found to be particularly useful for fine-
tuning the endpoint of novel actions (Franklin et al., 2007).
Conclusions
We found that the time spent in the terminal, Bcorrection^
phase of movement is a distinguishing factor between the
imitation of meaningful and meaningless actions. This effect
was found in each of the three experiments reported here. In
addition, our results broadly support a stimulus selection hy-
pothesis for dual-route processing of imitation, though most
convincingly under inter-movement intervals of ~2,948ms.
The effect was evident for reaction time measures, but not
wrist kinematics. Further work should aim to better quantify
the influence of the interval between movements on RT, and
disentangle the interaction between kinematic parameters and
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accuracy in the dual-route processing of meaningful and
meaningless action imitation. More comprehensive motion-
tracking of the arm and hand is likely to help us better under-
stand the imitation of different types of action in healthy indi-
viduals, as well as imitation deficits in apraxia.
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